
 

MINUTES OF THE MEETING  28 March 2018

Present:  Jenni Brown (Chair), Roy Christie, Frances Havenga, Brenda McIntosh, Audrey Middleton
In attendance:  Jean Henderson (Minute Secretary), Constable Barrie Taylor, Officer Judi Young, Gordon 
Grewar (Angus Council)

The February meeting of Kirriemuir Community Council was cancelled due to weather conditions.

ACTION
1. Apologies:  Jeanette Reioch, Heather Kelly, Cllr Ronnie Proctor, Cllr Julie Bell
2. Approval of  Minutes of 31 January 2018 meeting: Corrections: Page 6, 5. 

Councillors' Reports: Cllr Angus McMillan Douglas:  Read PBSG, not PBSD. Read 
“Tay Cities Deal” not Tay City Steel. Otherwise a true and correct record. Proposed by 
Roy and seconded by Audrey.

3. Police Report by Constable Barrie Taylor:

Tayside Division
Angus LPA

LPA Commander - Chief Inspector David McIntosh

Local Community Policing Area:  Forfar & District, Kirriemuir and Dean

Local Area Inspector: Inspector Katie Chisholm 
(katie.chisholm@scotland.pnn.police.uk)
Sergeant Vicki Crichtion (victoria.crichton@scotland.pnn.police.uk)
Constable Scott Anderson (scott.anderson4@scotland.pnn.police.uk)
Constable Barrie Taylor (barrie.taylor@scotland.pnn.police.uk)
Constable Gail Beattie (gail.beattie@scotland.pnn.police.uk)

Aberlemno CC - cee.eff@tiscali.co.uk
Forfar CC - taob63@gmail.com
Glamis CC – ewmunro21@yahoo.com
Inverarity CC – shortfamily4@hotmail.com
Kirriemuir CC – kirriemuircommunity@gmail.com and MAJHen100@aol.com
Kirriemuir Landward East CC – lizbridson@aol.com
KIrriemuir Landward West CC – easterderry@easterderry.plus.com
Letham and District – isobelsword@hotmail.co.uk
Lunanhead and District – hammactav@hotmail.com
Newtyle and Eassie CC - kateastra@aol.com

National and local campaigns and messages:
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“Don't gift thieves an opportunity.....!

You work hard for your property – protect it from criminals and improve your chances of
property being recovered if it gets lost stolen by looking at our advice on how to keep
your home and personal property secure. 

With the clocks due to go forward this weekend, we are urging the public to keep 
home security in mind when they start to enjoy the lighter nights and warmer 
weather over the coming months.

Most thieves are opportunist and will take the chance to enter a property left insecure or 
simply take high value items 
from gardens or outbuildings.

Detective Superintendent Wilson Gill is Police Scotland's lead detective on acquisitive 
crime - offences where items or money are stolen - and said:

"Most people will be keen to take advantage of the longer days and improving weather, 
especially after the severe conditions we have seen over recent weeks. I would urge 
people not to be complacent and make sure your property remains secure as you do so.

"There are simple steps that you can take as we move into springtime - basic things like 
ensuring your doors and windows are locked if you are working in the garden so no-one 
can slip in when your back is turned, and making sure you put all tools and equipment 
into a secured shed or garage afterwards.

"Someone looking to break into a house could even use your tools to do so, whether it's 
a ladder to gain entry through an upstairs window or a tool to force a doorframe, so put 
them away after use.

"Many things that people keep in their sheds and garages are very expensive - bicycles 
and power tools are portable so easy to quickly remove and transport in a car or van. 
Make sure that your outbuilding security is sufficient for your needs - more robust locks 
and shed alarms are available and don't advertise your valuables by leaving them on 
display through a window.

"Make  sure  that  you  mark  your  property  using  methods  like  UV pens or  protective
marking solutions, take note of serial numbers and photograph them too. These can all
be  used  to  reunite  you  with  your  possessions  should  they  be  recovered  after  a
housebreaking.

"To  help  you  keep  your  property  safe  this  spring,  we  are  launching  an  awareness
campaign on Wednesday 21 March 2018 outlining a few quick things you can do that
will make a big difference to your home security. Keep an eye out for the campaign on
Facebook and Instagram, and you may also spot posters in your local area. There is
also more public information on the Police Scotland website.

Recent crimes/issues in the area:
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FORFAR

There have been three detected and reported vandalisms in Forfar during the previous
month. This includes damage to property by spray painting,

During the period from the previous report there have been 4 shopliftings, 2 of which are
detected and reported the other 2 remain under enquiry.  

This  month  as  a  result  of  proactive  police  patrols  and  information  received  from
members of the public, there has also been a driver reported for careless driving and 2
drivers reported for no insurance

The  following  crimes are  currently  under  enquiry  and  Police  are  seeking  any
information from members of the public on the following crimes, 

On 22/02/18 Vandalism at Lochside Leisure Centre. 
Between 21/2/18 and 22/2/18 Theft of batteries from temporary traffic lights. 
Between 23/02/18 and 25/02/18 Theft of heating oil from Bractullo Farm, Letham
On 25/02/18 Smashed window, house Sir James Duncan Gdns, Forfar. 
On 28/02/18  Vandalism to Car, Tesco, Forfar

KIRRIEMUIR

A shop premises was broken into and items stolen from within at Dime Homestore, a 
youth has been detected for this crime.

Online Fraud /  Scam - victim's computer had a virus installed, with  the victim being
prompted to pay a significant sum of money to have the virus removed. Unfortunately
the fee was paid before realising it was a scam.

Rural Crime:

We would encourage members of the public to note down details or take photographs if
possible if they suspect Hare Coursing is taking place and call police to notify us.  Whilst
we would always rather be made aware at the time of the incident if you are unable to
do so the following e-mail address can be used to notify us of vehicles/descriptions
taysidekirriemuirdeancpt@scotland.pnn.police.uk

This is predominantly a seasonal crime taking place in the Spring as crops emerge and
late Summer/Autumn after the crops are harvested.  As such, over the next few months,
officers within Angus are to increase patrols within the areas which are most commonly
used by the criminals committing this barbaric offence.  Hopefully this will serve to deter
their  activities,  however  failing  that  will  provide  opportunities  for  the  successful
prosecution of offenders.

Levels of rural crime in this area remain relatively low, however, police continue to issue
crime prevention  advice  in  relation  to  farm and  property  security,  disrupt  and  deter
criminal  activity  through  proactive  rural  patrols  and  carry  out  thorough  investigation
where crimes have been committed in order to detect and report offenders.

Road Policing Issues locally:
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Angus Officers continue to work with our colleagues in the Divisional Road Policing Unit
(DRPU) and Trunk Road Policing Group (TRPG) to tackle road safety and associated
crime. 
There has been a 125 % increase in persons killed on the roads in Angus this year. An
increase from four persons to nine persons losing their lives. 

The number of persons seriously injured on our roads remains unchanged at 31. This is
however a reduction on the previous quarters which had demonstrated an increase in
this area. 

The numbers of persons slightly injured has increased from 70 for the previous year to
91 for this period. A rise of 30%. 

Thankfully, no children have died on our roads but there has been an overall increase of
children seriously injured from 1 to 3. However, these were the same figures for the first
two quarters of the year which demonstrates none have been injured in the last three
months on our roads. 

The local policing area (LPA) and Division are stopping a significant amount of vehicles
and the reductions are demonstrating a positive change in driver behaviour. The single
biggest contributory factor to the increase in fatalities and injuries in Angus this year has
been the speed of the driver’s vehicle. There has been significant enforcement over the
last year, which also reflects the communities concerns. 

Police  Scotland continue to  work  in  partnership  to  deliver  preventive  programs and
educate drivers. Sergeant Willie Strachan was actively involved in this year’s Safe Drive
Stay Alive program to communities and schools. Sergeant Willie Strachan and Scottish
Fire and Rescue Service worked with parents and loved ones of casualties to deliver
high impact sessions. 

DRPU are developing bespoke sessions to educate motor cyclists  and drivers in an
attempt to improve road safety. 

LPA,  DRPU  and  partner  are  taking  part  in  a  multi-agency  operation  in  the
Aberdeenshire, Angus and Perthshire areas. 

Operation Golders will  facilitate specific days of action in Angus. The purpose of the
operation is to carry out high visibility patrols and road checks at various locations. To
disrupt, deter and detect offences relating to all forms of vehicle-enabled criminality. To
educate and enforce were applicable, all forms of anti-social vehicle use. Importantly to
reduce casualties on Angus.

Local Initiatives:

PROTECTING VULNERABLE PEOPLE FROM FINANCIAL 
HARM IN FORFAR AND KIRRIEMUIR

Local Officers have been working with shops to highlight a scam whereby vulnerable
people receive a telephone call persuading them to purchase i-tunes vouchers. They are
then asked to provide the code to enable the perpetrators to redeem the voucher. 
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Posters  have  been  displayed  in  all  stores  which  sell  i-tunes  vouchers,  Police  have
worked with partner agencies and highlighted the issue via media and education of staff.
This  has  resulted  in  a  number  of  these  scams being  prevented as  shops are  now
stepping in and assisting members of the public.

Counter Terrorism:
If you see or hear something that could be terrorist related, ACT on your instincts and
report it to the Police, in confidence, at gov.uk/ACT.

Police Scotland is backing a UK-wide campaign to encourage the public to report 
suspicious behaviour and activity in a bid to prevent terrorism and save lives. 

The call to action is part of the second phase of the ACT – Action Counters Terrorism – 
initiative, led by Counter Terrorism Policing, a collaboration of UK police forces working 
alongside intelligence agencies. 

Research carried out by CT Policing suggests that three-quarters (75 per cent) of people
who live in Scotland are concerned about terrorism. Two thirds (66 per cent) of people in
the UK say they have become more concerned over the past year. 

But while 82 per cent said they would report suspicious behaviour to police, many are 
unclear exactly what they should be looking for. 

The campaign features a 60-second film based on real-life foiled plots. It shows 
examples of terrorist-related suspicious activity and behaviour, as well as attack 
planning methodology. 

Some examples of suspicious activity or behaviour could potentially include: 

 Hiring large vehicles for no obvious reason
 Buying or storing a large amount of chemicals, fertilisers or gas cylinders for no 

obvious reasons
 Taking notes or photos of security arrangements or inspecting CCTV cameras in 

an unusual way
 Looking at extremist material, or sharing and creating content that promotes or 

glorifies terrorism. 
 Anyone who goes away travelling for long periods of time but is vague about 

where Someone carrying out suspicious or unusual bank transactions

Assistant Chief Constable Steve Johnson said: “We work tirelessly with security partners
to identify and thwart the terrorist threat. 

“But the public can also play a crucial role in helping to keep communities safe and we 
would encourage anyone with suspicions to report their concerns. 

“We want to provide people with all the necessary information they need to help them 
identify suspicious activity and, more importantly, keep themselves safe and secure. 

“Any piece of information could be vital in helping the police prevent terrorism
and save  lives.  That  cooperation  between police  and the  public  is  Scotland’s
greatest defence against the terrorist threat.” 
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Justice Secretary Michael Matheson said: “Public vigilance is key to help Police 
Scotland keep our communities safe from terror threats. I very much welcome this 
campaign which highlights a number of ways in which members of the public can spot 
suspicious activity and how to make the authorities aware. 

“I would urge the public to note the kinds of activity to be on the lookout for. Anyone who
feels they may have witnessed and anyone who feels they have witnessed suspicious 
behaviour should report it immediately.” 

Anyone  who wishes  to  report  suspicious  behaviour  or  activity  can  do  so  by
calling Police Scotland on 101 or 999 in an emergency, or via the online tool at
gov.uk/ACT. 

CONTACT DETAILS:

Call 101 for non-emergencies and general enquiries, in an emergency call 999. If
you  have  information  about  a  crime  you  can  also  contact  Crimestoppers
anonymously on 0800 555 111.

Cllr Angus McMillan Douglas expressed concern at the reported “9 road accident deaths in 
Angus, an increase of a hundred percent.”  Constable Barrie Taylor confirmed this number but 
didn't have details.

Constable Taylor referred to item Item W (Matters Arising).   He reported that he had made 
Royal Mail aware of the complaints with regard to “inappropriate parking” of their vans in 
Reform Street.

4. Scottish Fire & Rescue Services Report from Officer Judi Young

From 23 February 2018 to 24 March 2018

Home Fire Safety Visits undertaken:
3 x high risk visits
6 x medium risk visits
2 x low risk visits

Community Safety:
1 x  Session British Heart Foundations CPR session
1 x ORI (operational risk information)

Incident Activity:
3 x FAA (false alarm activating) 
3 x Special Service 
1 x RTC 
Secondary Fire
1 x Dwelling
2 x Fire – building
1 x FAGI (fire alarm good intent)
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5. Councillors' Reports:

Cllr Angus McMillan Douglas reported that the budget changes are being processed.  Meetings 
taking place with regard to the Schools' Infrastructure Programme. Two of three primary schools 
in the Brechin area are facing closure.  Discussions ongoing with regard to improving 
procurement policy in Angus Council. Hoping to allocate more work to local businesses. 

LED increases in street lighting. Council managed to increase their reserves last year which is a 
good achievement. Hoping to invest more funds into pothole maintenance. 

The Social Care Joint Board is in negotiations with Tayside Health Board regarding deficit 
responsibility. This is in relation to prescription quantities and costs across Angus.

Frances highlighted the lack of a rail at the top of the steps leading down from Croft Terrace to 
the Health Centre. Cllr McMillan Douglas offered to investigate. Cllr McMillan Douglas also 
offered to investigate the poor condition  of the Memorial seat at Lyell Court.

6. Matters Arising:
I  Kirriemuir Flag update:  Roy circulated photographs of the proposed flag. All agreed a 
“pendant” shape  - size to be approx. three quarters of an A4.  Roy will investigate flag suppliers 
and email costs to Community Councillors. The flags will be available to local businesses to sell 
and also for the forthcoming Bon Fest.

C Proposed “Citizen of the Year” award scheme:  This will now be known as “The Annie 
Milne Community Award.”  Elaine and Jenni recently met with Bill Milne, Annie's son. Between
now and October, nominations are being sought for under 18 yrs and over 18 yrs categories. 
Winners will be announced in December.  The nomination form will comprise: Nominee's name,
name of person nominated, under or over 18, and the reason for the nomination. 

Nominations can be made online or handed in to the Library. Hoping to get coverage in the 
Courier and The Herald. Jenni will put an “announcement” together for the Press after the Easter 
Holidays. This will be annual award. The winners will keep the trophies for one year. They will 
also receive an “award keepsake.”   All agreed.

D  Quotes for Defibrillators:  Ongoing.

K  Poor state of lampshades in the town:  Jenni confirmed more information had been sent to 
John Shand. Ongoing.

M  Car parking/litter issues at Knowehead Crescent:  Cllr Proctor has requested Brenda send 
photographs of the litter to Mr. Graham (GrahamlH@angus.gov.uk) and the number of the house 
in Knowehead Crescent so that he can make a site visit.

N Continued inappropriate parking at Tillyloss:  All agreed that there has been no recent 
siting of the offending vehicle.

O  Anti-litter campaign update:  Elaine reported that a meeting is scheduled for 29 March, 
10.30 am at the Golf Club, chaired by Malcolm Rooney - “Cleaning up the area.”  All welcome.

P  Angus Alive's increased charges at the Leisure Centre:  Jenni and Audrey will investigate 
and report to the next meeting.
Q  Meeting with Northmuir Parent Partnership Council:  Northmuir Primary School would 
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like Kirriemuir Community Council to set, not too difficult, tasks for the P6 and P7 pupils. 
Discussion ensued on suggestions. It appears the “protection cases” (which can be recycled) on 
the trees at the Hill, planted by Angus Council, are ready to be removed. It was thought this could
be an exercise for the pupils. Cllr McMillan Douglas will investigate and report back.

R  Community Cafe's requirements: 60 cups and 60 plates are needed. Each of the primary 
schools would prefer to have their own crockery. Audrey reported a figure of £1 per cup and £1 
per plate – 60 per school.  Next Cafe is Friday, 30 March. Audrey will investigate suppliers/costs 
and report back.

S  Response to Eleanor Feltham's “questions” re Partnership for the Locality 
Implementation:  Gordon Grewar referred to the document he brought to the Community 
Council last September with regard to Partnership for the Locality Implementation. - Community 
Planning.

There is now an opening for four members of the public to join the Partnership. Eleanor Feltham 
is asking these two questions to gain a broader opinion from the community. This is ongoing and 
will run for three years. 

Gordon asked the Community Councillors for their feedback on the questions, via a KCC email.
Jenni will resend the details of the two questions to everyone.

T  Inappropriate parking of bin lorries in Reform Street:  Cllr Proctor has taken this up with 
Graeme Dailly, Service Manager, Environmental Management – Waste, who has advised Cllr 
Proctor that this will be stopped.  Should this reoccur then Mr. Dailly asks that it is brought to his
attention.  Discussion ensued and it appears the bin lorries have stopped parking in Reform Street
but are still parking around the town.  It was suggested Bellies Brae car park would be a more 
appropriate parking area for the lorries.   Cllr McMillan Douglas offered to investigate.

U  Charity Shop's pavement display:  Ongoing.

V  Culloden Flag:  Done. Elaine showed the meeting the Culloden Flag.

W  Inappropriate parking of Royal Mail vans in Reform Street:  Cllr Fotheringham is 
investigating.

X  Lack of signage to the Dementia Garden:  Ongoing.

7. CARS
The five year project is now complete.

8. Kirriemuir Community Council's goals/objectives for the future:
Jenni has discussed the two plaques, recently discussed and agreed, with Cllr Proctor. To make 
the plaques and install the cost is £3,252.80.

9. Treasurer's Report:  Balance of £1610.34. Annual insurance of £98.25 is due. More 
public engagement was suggested – make the public aware of KCC's role in the 
community. Discuss at the April meeting.

10. Correspondence:
Letter received from Kirstene Hair, MP. She will meet with representatives of Community 
Councils on 5 April, 7 pm, at the Forfar Community Campus. Audrey, Roy and Frances 
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volunteered to attend.

11. Planning: Frances is now receiving regular hard copies of the Planning information. 
Various minor planning applications reported this month.

12. AOCB

12.1. Audrey highlighted the Culloden to Clova Walk on 1 June.  She is looking to 
KCC to donate a food parcel. Food is required for the walkers over the five day Walk. 
Once the number of walkers is known,  Audrey will advise Jenni so that the size of the
donation can be assessed.

12.2. Audrey reported that the scaffolding at the BB Hall is still in place and causing an
obstruction. Cllr McMillan Douglas will investigate.

12.3. Audrey reported that a group of teenagers (three boys and two girls) are causing a 
public nuisance at the back of Church Lane, leading down to the Den. They are 
regularly congregating in the area, fighting and damaging cars. Audrey has telephoned
the Police on two occasions – no response. Cllr McMillan Douglas offered to 
investigate.

12.4. Cllr McMillan Douglas raised planning applications. Discussion ensued as to 
how much involvement/authority Community Councils have in such matters.

12.5. Frances submitted her apologies for the April Meeting.

13. Date of next Meeting:

Wednesday, 25 April, 7.30 pm

 10.4.18
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